Shades of the old system Tosiyasu Kunii, professor 
Added Impediment
Another factor in the separation of higher learning and industry is a law peculiar to Japan. American college professors can and often do spin off into companies of their own that offer products, software, or consulting services, while the professor continues to function in b academia. This is not possible in Japan. Those who teach in state-supported institutions (and nearly all are) are forbidden by law to have any holdings whatever in private companies. Thus another avenue to interactivity is effectively blocked.
The very need for an interrelationship, since it is not satisfied by peripatetic professionals and cannot be directly fed by dual-career paths, seems more stark in Japan. Cooperation has been the answer. It is a basic of Japanese life, and in computer graphics it has fueled stunning advancement.
"Links" are a favorite subject of Koichi Omurainventor of the superpowerful Links System-links be- Kunii's doctoral thesis described the Graph Data Language (GDL), a high-level, access path-oriented language. She brought GDL with her to Ricoh, and it is now the basis of some very ambitious projects. In her thesis Kunii described GDL as a language that "allows execution efficiency without losing data independence," and one that can be compactly implemented. GDL is founded on graphs and an algebra that operates on graphs. The Graph Data Model (GDM) is the framework for GDL. GDM formulates schemata as directed graphs and data operations as algebraic operations on these graphs.
"GDL allows dynamic creation and deletion of link types," she reported. "Because of this feature, the restriction that queries are represented as a path on a connected graph does not limit the power of the language. It Hiroaki Chiyokura, the team leader on this project, has provided line drawings and a finished image rendered with this system (see Figures 1 and 2) . The Ricom 3200, hardware by Ricoh, is the workstation on which Figures I and 2 were modeled (see Figure 3) . It can output to a variety of devices, including the new Ricoh laser printer.
There is another group doing the 2D mechanical CAD, which is headed by Nobuhiro Ajitomi.
Apparel modeler
Shin Yamaguchi heads the team working on an apparel modeler that can be used in 3D to model garments and then translate into 2D to make patterns.
Chinese characters
The sixth research group is putting Chinese characters on Unix. When completed, this will probably support several systems, using phonetics to input more than 2000 possible characters of Kanji. It employs the shift JIS Code, which is a Japanese industry standard to represent the characters.
You can see some of the people involved in all these projects in Figures 4 and 5. Contributions to academia So the company is OEMing computer hardware in the US and is hard at work on some excellent software. But what is its link with Japan's academic institutions? It has many. It contributes heavily to research done in campus labs, including the University of Tokyo and Keio University, a private institution from which come some of Ricoh's PhDs.
There is a mutuality of interest: The universities whose research programs are underwritten by Ricoh make the obvious gain, but then Ricoh turns around and hires some of the well-trained graduates its altruism has helped fund.
A professor Tosiyasu Kunii, This is where Koichi Omura sits in the shadow of his own Links System, the very one he built by hand. This parallel processing system is probably comparable to most supercomputers, except that it doesn't come in a neat box. Here, at Toyolinks in Tokyo, at Nippon Institute of Advanced Educational Media, and at the other places where there are Links, the system resides without designer packaging. Its cards sit in their shelves with tails draped over whatever is handy, fans going all the time to hold down its heat (see Figure 6 ).
Omura's office is a little like the Links System itself. It is jammed full of ideas in the works, with VDTs, digitizing boards, cameras, etc., strewn everywhere. An entire wall holds documentation for software, with the overflow stuffed in every available nook. Omura's own pixielike humor shines through in this unusual documentation, with line-drawn cartoon characters grimacing over computer problems right along with the user.
What goes on in this engineering school is so exciting that competition to get into the computer graphics program is fierce. This is where Omura practices his links theory. He brings in artists and challenges them to come up with ideas they would like to execute at the computer, but can't. The minute they do, he sets a team of graduate students to work on the idea as a research task. Assignment: Make it possible. Write software that will give the artist a new tool to accomplish the dreamed-of goal.
When the noted artist Yoichiro Kawaguchi came up with the concept for his film Growth IT Morphogenesis, he couldn't realize it with the usual polygons. He needed a new kind of software. Naturally he turned to Omura. Omura Live action with computer graphics A feature-length film with live action and computer graphics is being done by Omura and Matsichiro Yamamoto, the well-known motion picture producer. To achieve this a number of problems have needed solving. The camera work is to be managed by a computer graphics robot. The robot must follow the motion of the real camera photographing the live actors, then synthesize the two. The top of the robot has a helical mast-type arm. This is built on units having six poles each, the center pole of which can extend and contract.
A team of graduate students in mechanical engineering, working under ME professor Yasayuki Seguchi, is working on that project. "See, another link," Omura says with a grin at the idea of mechanical and electrical engineering students working together on this big project.
A test strip has already been shot of a singer on a computer graphics floor with computer graphics background (see Figure 8) .
The links go further than just mechanical and electronic engineering on this project. Toyolinks, the company built around Omura's Links System, will be in on the project as well. Omura holds no interest in Toyolinks whatsoever, of course, because he teaches in a statesupported school. But But there has been a recent accomplishment most com- Figure 9 . Here are some collages from the film Golgo 13, by Toyolinks, which was developed using the Links System. _ puter graphics artists only dream about: a full-length animated film done on computer. This high-adventure film, Golgo 13,19 has a scene where a helicopter flies into a glass skyscraper and a variety of vivid and dramatic characters, first sketched and then rendered in full color on the Links System (see Figure 9 ).
An artist teaches
Yoichiro Kawaguchi is not only a world-renowned artist, he is a living example of Koichi Omura's "links." Kawaguchi started experimenting with a computer in the 1970's. He was doing black and white line drawings. Then he met Omura at a computer graphics event in Tokyo. "He had a small computer, and he was doing his own programming," says Omura. "But he had no engineering support. And more than anything else he wanted to do The rest is computer graphics history. In 1983 Kawaguchi's Growth I: Mysterious Galaxies premiered at SIGGRAPH. The next year Growth I1: Morphogenesis2021 debuted (see Figure 10 ). Last year Growth III: Origin was part of the SIGGRAPH 85 Film and Video Show. The common thread throughout all Kawaguchi's work is growth. Growth I featured flexible texture effects and used ray tracing for transparency effects (see Figure 11 ).
Kawaguchi writes some of his own software, and he also goes to Omura for some of it. In fact Omura has set some of his graduate-student teams to work filling Kawaguchi's artistic needs.
Kawaguchi works with shapes from nature, studying such things as seashells endlessly. He will take a shape, like the helix of certain shells, and grow it in an evolutionary fashion. He believes strongly in the marriage of artist and scientist, and as the world rockets into the future, he sees the combined vision of the two telling us things we shall need to know about our own and our earth's future and maybe even about life on other planets.
More than an artist
Film-making is not Kawaguchi's only concern. As a professor at Nippon Institute he carries on some quite unusual activities. He gives classes in architecture, engineering, and CAD/CAM studies, which is not so unusual. But he also presides over huge classes in computer graphics art. The size of his classroom for this activity is astounding, as is the number of VDTs all together in one room.
New students learn basic computer techniques and mathematics with C language on Unix. Most students, he explains, come with experience on their home computers in Basic, so one important beginning point is learning C. Then they study drawing for half or an entire day once a week, both on and off the computer. Kawaguchi teaches them commercial TV (titles, shining effects, etc.), mechanical modeling, animation with 3D, and fractal techniques.
The first-year students get into computer graphics programming. They learn shadowing, and they learn reflection and transparency after viewing the work Turner Whitted did when he was at Bell Labs. Whitted is now at the University of North Carolina, having made the transition from industry to academe that is so common in the US. So Kawaguchi's teaching forges another link.
Finally the students go through the simple test of making a molecule with a program Kawaguchi got from Nelson Max (another link).
The second-year students delve more deeply into the subjects they learned the first year. You can see progressive students' work in Figure 12 .
Protege
Another link was snapped into place when Harold Ohrbach came over from the US to study computer graphics art with Kawaguchi. Ohrbach has now gradu- ated and joined the faculty of Nippon Institute himself, teaching computer graphics technical concepts in English, so students can gain some knowledge of the American and Western concepts in computer graphics. He is also teaching AI, mostly in Japanese.
Ohrbach works closely with Kawaguchi, helping edit the master's words in English, a favor returned by Kawaguchi when Ohrbach gets into Japanese. They work together a lot in Kawaguchi's office-studio, as you see in Figure 13 . 
Summary

